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A B S T R A C T 

Computer simulation of the components of SSC detector* Mid or the complete 
detectors will be very important for the designs of the detectors. The ratio of 
events from interesting physic* to events from background processes Is Very 
low, EO detailed understanding of detector response to the backgrounds is 
needed. Any large detector for the SSC will be very complex and expensive 
and every eftort must bfc m»de to dtsign detector* which will h*ve excellent 
performance and will not have to undergo major rebuilding. Some areas in 
which computer simulation is particularly needed are pattern recognition in 
tracking detectors and development of shower simulation code which can be 
trusted as an aid in the design and optimization of calorimeters, including 
their electron identification performance. Existing cadet require too much 
computer thsie to be practical and need to be compared with test beam data 
at energies of several hundred GeV. Computer stimulation of the processing 
of the data, including electronics response to the signals from the detector 
components, processing of the data by microprocessors on the detector, the 
trigger, and data acquisition will be required. In this report we discuss the 
detector simulation needs for detector designers. 

1. I N T R O D U C T I O N 

In this section we briefly review the conceptual designs for SSC detector* developed 
at the recent Berkeley SSC Workshop 1 '. More detail can also be found in the report by 
Trilling in these Proceedings1!. Some examples of the Berkeley SSC detectors for high-pj-
and mediam-pf physics are the following: 

• Nonmagnetic detector 
• Compact solenoid 
• Large solenoid 
• B spectrometer 

Schematic drawings of these detectors are shown in Figs. 1-5. These detectors contain 
all or most of the following components,; 

1. Magnetic, tracking 
2. VeTtex detection 

• Work supported in part by the Department of Energy, contract DE-AC03-
76SF0051S. 
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Computer simulation i* needed to understand the design and performance of all of these 
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Fig. 1. Nonmagnetic Detector from the Berkeley SSC Workshop, 

An excellent review of detector simulation needed to support detector* at the SSC 
is given in the Report of the Working Group <-- E lec tor Simulation in the Proceedings 
of the Snowmass 86 Workshop3). Compn'. .jiufaiion of detector response* begins with 
the input from the models for ; . . , cal processes of interest at the SSC - production and 
decay of HTKK= V' ins, supersymmetric particles, heavy quarks, new W e and Z'B, etc.. 
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and backgrounds from QCD events of less interest. The responses of the various detector 
components to the physics processes need to be simulated and compared with data, for 
example, from test beams. The computer simulations can then be used to optimize the 
designs of the compoiseat*. Most important, computer simulations can then be used to 
put together the components into complete detectors. Deficiencies in the detector due 
to realistic engineering designs - mechanical supports, cracks, and cables - can then be 
examined and minimized. Simulated detector data from interesting physics and back
grounds can then be used to develop triggering strategies, data structures, and analysis 
algorithms. The detector simulation programs should be made sicapie enough to use 
that physicists primarily interested in design of hardware can run them to help answer 
design questions. Also, three-dimensional graphics output or the detector design and of 
the response of the detector to particle interactions is needed. 

Fig. 4. Large Solenoid Detector from the Berkeley SSO Woiksluip. 
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Poisson distribatiun. There wi!i be exactly one interaction per bunch crossing oftiy ZZ% 
of the time, so unless a detector can handle multiple interactions in the eame bunch 
crossing, the effcrtrve luminosity will be reduced. At the very least, the detector should 
be able to discriminate the number of interactions which occurred. 

Table I. Probability Distribution for Number of interactions per Bunch Crossing. 

Kumber of interactions Probability 
0 0.20 
1 0.32 
1 0.26 
3 0.14 
4 0.06 

> <J 0.02 

The pseudorapidily variable, t}, which is approximately eqtial to the rapidity for 
relativistic particles, is given by 

n = -in {tan 0/2) t (1) 

where $ is the angle relative to the beam direction. For minimum-bias events, particie 
production is expected to be uniform in rapidity, and the average number of charged 
particles per unit of rapidity is fpected to be six. 

The physics processes whith are expected to be of interest at the SSC include: 
« Hiegs bosons 

Heavy {mH > 2m„.) 
Intermediate mass (~ J00 GeV/c a < m„ < 2mw) 
Nonstandard ( J / 1 ) 

• SupeTsymmetry 

• Heavy quarks 
• Heavy leptons 
• New tV's and Z's 
• Composileness 
• B physics {CP violation) 

We should keep in mind that the new physics actually found at the SSC may be something 
other than what we expected. The signatures for new heavy particle production at the 
SSC involve: 

• Higlvpr t's 
• High^pr /J'S 

e 
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Fig. 5 H ^pi'citouwlt'T (ii-iti %)n- !*<M i,i-U-y SSC Woikslicp. 

2. OVERVIEW OF P H Y S I C S AT T H E SSC 

The design luminosity of the SSC is 10 3 3 erne 's" ' with an energy of 40 TeV in the 
center of mass, The inelastic cross section at 40 TeV is expected to be about 100 mb, 
which gives ID9 inter&clions per second at (lie design luminosity. The bunch '.paration 
is 4.8 in, so Use time between bunches is 16 ns. The average number of interactions 
per bunch crossing is 1.6 at the design luminosity. The probability distribution for the 
number of interactions per bunch crossing, shown in Tabic I, is, of course, given by a 
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The event generators 1SAJET and PYTH1A include the best approximations of the 
processes of interest, although there are significant differences between the two generators 
and neither can be considered to be complete. The event generators need to be interfaced 
to the detector simulation package. For some purposes we can use "canned" events, 
that is, events which have been generated with all particle decays completed. For other 
purposes, e.g., vertex detectors, the decay routines need to be called as the particles are 
Bteppcd through the detector. 

3 . T R A C K I N G 

Detector simulation of tracking is needed for studies of pattern recognition in the 
high-rate SSC/i-HC environment- The time between bunch crossings is only 10 ns at 
the SSC, which is much shorter than the resolving time for realistic tracking devkts. A 
drift distance of 2 nun corresponds to a drift time of 40 jw using a typkai drift veloc-
ity of 50 /xm/ns. Thus a tracking detector must be capable of handling multiple bunt.h 
crossings in any event, Senriiivity to multiple bunch crossings leads to high cell occu
pancies {fraction of wires with hits in an event), unless very small "cell" devices such as 
silicon snicrostrips, pixel devices, or scintillating fibers me used. A detailed distusstinn of 
radiation damage, rates, and occupancies for tracking devices is given in Reference 5. 

Possibilities far "conventional" central tracking {\*}\ < 1.5) include 
• Small cells, e.g-, etraw tubes, with radii ~ 2-3 mm and occupancy ~* \Q%. 
• Jet celts with cell half-width £ h mm and occupancy -* 30%. 
A central tracking system for the SSC might be built of superlayers of 6 1i lavt-r«. nf 

etraw tubes. Within each superlayer every other layer is staggered by half the cell v.-i'1'.li. 
as shown in Fig. 7. Hits from out-of-time bunch crossings can then be ea-sily rrje-rted 
because they do not form tracks. (A simple algorithm would be the requirement fo; 
an in-time track that the drift times from two adjacent layer;, add up l» tin- tiiaVimm:: 
drift time.) Left-right ambiguities in drift direction are a!so easily resolvt-ri. Local trnrl; 
segments can be found in each superlayer, much as in jet cells, and then linker! togfru r 
to form tracks. Computer simulation of this system is needed to find otii how well \\if-
would actually work for SSC events. 

Another solution, proposed by Elsen and Wagner6! for the LHf :, is rMtr.il ir.irki;^ 
with jet cells, as Bhown in Fig. 8. The jet cells have maximum drift d i s t a n t <sf 0 1 u, 
1.5 cm, so the occupancies are quite high (~ 30%). The true limitation to Uksrk (HKIH.K 
comes from the finite doubie-hit resolution, which is about the same {- 2 mm) for f-iilicr 
small straw tubes or jet cells. However, there are many more hits from out-of-time luinc !• 
crossings to remove in the case of jet cells, Computer simulation will help to answer ih< 
question of how high the occupancy can b« without posing severe difficulties- Frir pa(tvr:> 
recognition. 

The double-hit resolution of a straw tube is probably limited lo the straw radii:* 
Fast leading-edge timing using a double-threshold or constant-fraction discriminate* ..-
probably appropriate. For jet cells one would use pulse digitizers such «. Flash ADC.-, or 
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• High-pr jets of hadrons 
» Missing energy due to neutrinos. 
The cross section-*! for pp -+ JJ°X is «- 10 ph, as compared with the inelastic cross 

section or J00 mb. We can see from this example that we need a rejection power of 
~ 10 1 0 , which is quite a challenge for background simulation! Of course, eeverr.l orders of 
magnitude can be trivially obtained. The interesting events from heavy particle produc
tion will have several hundred charged particles and several hundred neutrals. A typical 
high-py SSC event is shown in Fig. 6-

t i n t ' ««c H * « T . i t iNi- i, fe«« **—* . trib. i» j,»». iws* I . M 

5 6 3 J A 6 

Fig. 6. Typical high-pr SSC event. 
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from charge division [£ 1% of the length of the wire) would no t be adequate for the 
SSC. Stereo wires have the advantage tha t the same electronics is used to read out all 
v i r e s . However, it will undoubtedly be difficult t o associate the hi ts on stereo wires with 
the correct t racks. Ca thode pads or s t r ips will be useful in resolving stereo ambiguities. 
They &TC »tso needed for bunch assignment since the propagat ion t ime along the wires is 
about the sarin" as the time between bunch crossings. Computer simulation will help in 
designing trie optimal system of stereo wires plus ca thode pads for central tracking. 

A schematic drawing of thv central and in termediate (1.5 < [171 < 2.5) tracking 
system* for the Large Solenoid Detector from the Berkeley SSC Workshop 7 ! is shown 
in Fig. 9. T h e central t racking is assumed to be built of nuperlayers of s traw tubes 
The in termediate t racking would be built of planes of parallel wires or radial tracking 
chambers . Compute r simulation of the pa t te rn recognition and triggering capabilities of 
in termediate t racking chambers is needed. 

J"H. !> >ci.e::.J'...' ^ it v.- of cer.tra! arid intermediate trucking <=\steiii.- in the 
l.iir^c yolenuid Detector from ii,e Berkeley SSC Workshop. 

We h a v e some experifcnre with us'ug, the G L A N T 3 detector simulation package 8 to 
s imula te central t racking detectors for thf FSC. We found that C E A N T 3 did not include 
some of the necessary software toois for s imulat ing drift chambers . These should be 
included as general-purpose tools for designiri£ SSC tracking systems: 

1. Stereo wire geometry. (Stereo wires do not fit natural ly into the GEANT geometry 
of tubes.) 

2 Routines to calculate electron drift trajectories or distances of closest approach to 

1. 



x Sense Wire 

Fig. 7. LayersDfslraw tubes in a supcrlayer with 
every other layer staggered by the straw tube r-i-
dius, A single in-time track will appear as a sc
ries of hits on the wires on alternate sides of the 
track. The kfWiRbl ambiguity is easily resolved 
locally. A track from an out-of-time bunch cross
ing is easily sorted out because the left and right 
drift times do not add up to the maximum drift 
time. 

In Time 
11-87 

Out o1 Time 
5B93A7 

fig. S. Jei cell, showing electron drift line* und isochrones. Su
perimposed on this is a high-momentum track, together with its 
associated hits, and the apparent hits Tor a similar track from 
the previous biiuih crossing or the one occurring three cross
ings later. Left-riant ambiguities art omitted for clarity. (From 
Reference &.) 

analog storage devices. Computer simulation of the electronics response to drift chamber 
pulses would be useful. In any case, double-hit resolution musL be considered in tracking 
simulations. 

Measurement of the coordinate airing the wire (the wires in the central tracking 
system are assumed to run parallel, of nearly parallel, to the beam direction) would 
probably be by email-angle stereo and cathode strips or pads. The resolution obtained 
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4. C A L O R I M E T R Y 

Calorimctry b the most important component of an SSC detector, h u. used for 
detecting and. measuring the mas KM of hadronic jets, eg., in W — qtf, for identifying 
electrons, for measuring the totaf energy and the missing transverse energy of events, 
and, roost important, for triggering on interesting events. Some of the requireprterus for 
catorimetry for SSC detectors are 1 Li ted below: 

• Coverage for ji?] < 5.5 (— 0.5°) and hermetic (no cracks) 

• Electromagnetic: oE/E = {0.10 to 0.1 h)l-/E + 1% 
• Hadronic: aEjE ~ (0.30 to 0.4Ci)/-/E + 2%. 

Considerable progress has been made in recent years6! in undemanding how to ob'.am 
better performance From had rem calorimeters. In Order to obtain the above goals for 
liiidronic energy resolution, the calorimeter must he cointient.atmg. that is, Kovo the ratio 
of the response to the electromagnetic and noneiectromagnelic components of hndron 
showers, or tjh ratio, equal to 1 ± 0.05- If the zfh signs) ratio ji 1, the energy resolution 
ogjE is not proportional to B " 1 / ' and there is a large constant term. As SSC energies, 
the constant term dominates. The calorimeter signal ie then not proportional to the 
hadron energy. Also, if ejh t 1. the response to monoencrgelk hadrons is non-Cau^ian, 
and the measured e/jr signal ratio is energy dependent. The e/k signal ratio for almost 
any combination of absorber and sampling medium tan be reliably predicted, However, 
the ratio of absorber to eampling medium which gives c/A ;• 1 will not neressa.rily pro
duce adequate energy resolution because, for example, the sampling layer m.iy Lie loo 
thin. Another conclusion of these studies is that no totally active calorimeter i,m in-
compensating. Calorimeters for which compensation has been demonstrated openir.iji 
tally include urariium/scirititlatof and lead/scitililiator, The most protntMng carttUd-^v-
for calorimeuy at the SSC are: 

• Uranium/liquid artion -r methane 

• Lcad/TMS 
• Lead/scintillating fibers 
» Uranium/silicon 4 polyethylene 

An exnmpfe- <i{a design for a lead/scintillating fiber raWum-ier is shown m ha; i'.' 
No calculations or computer simulations of calorimeter respwiKe 'art be belirvrd i,n 

less verified by carefully executed be^ns tests. Of course, many problems with vaknnnviii. 
e.g., calibration, radiation hardness, and purity of liquids, ran be addressed only hy hard
ware tests. Electromagnetic and hadronie energy resolutions and the r ' r M-jvcm-:. r:-.m> 
must be measured. Hadron misidetuifkalion probabilities* of 10 * - It) •' an' ni'eded for 
SSC physics. To address tjr. rejection by computer tttitmiatiwi, fluctuation at levels 
< 10~* must be investigated. Computer simulation of cslonrneiry h a bootstrap pro
cess: simulations must be compared with beam tests under controlled condition* ami the 
results fed back into the simulations in order to make predictions under more compli-
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tracks in the electric and magnetic fields which xiflt for particular drift chamber 
coll geometries. 

3. Digitizations from events from out-of-time bunch crossings. 
4. Removing hits in the tails of hits from previous bunch crossings. 
5. Spatial resolution. 
6. Double-hit resolution, or keep only the earliest time if single-hit electronics is used. 
7. Radial wire chambers for intermediate angle tracking. 
A number of computer simulation studies of tracking in SSC detectors should be 

Carried out. These include: 
1. How well can hits from out-of-time bunch crossings be removed from consideration 

in track finding? 
2. What is the effect on tracking of hits which are lost and are therefore unavailable 

Tor reconstruction b' cause they were too close to a previous hit, cither from the 
same event or froi.j another event within the same bunch crossing or from an event 
from a different bunch crossing? 

3. How well can tracks be found, even if the information is available, given that there 
arc many nearby tracks? Can we find only isolated track* or those at large trans
verse momentum relative to the beam direction? 

4. How well can hits on stereo w i m be associated with the correct tracks and what 
is the improvement with cathode strips or pads? 

5. How much of a problem arc photon conversions in the material in chamber or straw 
tube walls? 

6. Is multiple scattering a problem? 
1. How well can events from interesting physics be reconstructed, and what does 

tracking add lo the overall event analysis? 
8. How much docs tracking add to event analysis if there ic no magnetic field? 
9. What arc suitable mixes or pixel devices, silicon atrip devices, high-precision drift 

chaml>cT>,niid large straw tube or drift chamber systems for SSC tracking? 
10. Detailed designs of tracking ay stems: 

(a) Cell sire 
fb) Number of layers 
(c) Radial spacing of layers 
(d) Placement of cathode strips 

\1. Development of algorithms for finding track segments and momentum vectors for 
use in track processors on the detector and in the trigger. 
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there is at'ii) difficulty in handling relatively unlikely fluctuations. The most aerUiui, 
problem with this method is realistic description of creeks and boundaries. 

All three of these nic^iod* have been used with varying degrees of succcaa by different 
experiments, Probably all three are needed as options, depending on the application, Jot 
simulating calorimetry in SSC detectors. 

Other problems with eaiomnetry which can he addressed with computer nimulatioii 
are the production and collection of charge or light in the sampling medium and two 
problems with liquids: Rignii'-to-noise ratio and speed of charge collection. These would 
probably ultimately be included in parametrized form in a full detector sitnulntion after 
etand-aJone studies. 

5. PARTICLE IDENTIFICATION 

The identification of h'gh-pj electrons and muons hay proven to be instrumental in 
discovering new physics, particularly in the complex event? produced a; hariron colliders 
This will be even more crucial at the SSC. Identified electrons and muons will be used to 
search for almost all of the- new physics expected at the SS>C - the Higgs boson, new H't, 
and Z's, heavy quarks, coniposileness, supersymmetry.and B physics. High-j>r electron*; 
and inuoiis will be an important part of the trigger. 

Realistic simulation of the electron identification performance of the calorimctry of 
SSC detectors is the most important detector simulation need for electron identification. 
The probability that a hadron will be misideniified as an electron depends on fluctuations 
of hadronic showers at the 10"* level. Monte Carlo studies can also help in studying what 
level of hadron rejection is needed to reduce the background from raisidentified hadrons 
below the level of Kial "prompt" electrons for various physics processes of interest, h 
can also be useful for studying electron identification in jets. Two devices which can 
improve the electron identification capability of SSC detectors are transition radiation 
devices (TRDs) and synchrotron radiation devices. These should be included in a detector 
simulation package. 

For Kaon momenta 5 20O 300 GeV/c, ionization is no longer the dominant mech-
anisr.i for loss of energy as the muon passes through matter, as shown in Fit; 11, Pair 
production, bremsstrahlung, and nuclear interactions become important EOurccs of en
ergy loss. These processes must be correctly calculated in a detector simulation package 
for SSC detectors. Multiple Coulomb scattering must also be treated correctly Com
puter simulation studies can then be used to determine the effect* of thvse interactions 
on mtion identification, momentum measurement, and triggering. 

Hadron identification is needed in some SSC detectors. The B spectrometer, for 
example, uses ring-imaging CercnViov detectors Simulation of Cerenkov radiation should 
therefore be included in a detector simulation package. 
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I'ig. 10. Schematic design for a lead/scintillating 
fiber calorimeter. (From Reference 7.) 

cated circumstances. Setting up the geometry for simulation of * lead/scintillating fiber 
calorimeter such as that shown in Fig. 10 should be challenging since it is irregular. 

There exist detailed shower simulation programs - EGS and GEANT3 for electro
magnetic showers and GHEISHA and HETC for hadronic showers - which we will heaT 
much more about during this Workshop. These work well lor many applications; how
ever, they need to be compared with multi-TeV test beam data for use in simulating SSC 
detectors. The main problem with full shower simulation is that il is too alow. Various 
estimates give — one VAX 780 day to fully simulate a typical SSC event. Clearly, this is 
not practical. Possible solutions are the following: 

1. Make the simulations run faster or use many processors, that is, parallel or vector 
processors. 

2. Parametrize the showers. This method involves fitting the energy distribution of a 
shower from test beam data or simulation to an analytical expression. Details of 
fluctuations in shower development are usually lost, but parametrized showers can 
be useful for some purposes. Another problem with paramett ita.lion it the handling 
of cracks or boundaries between different materials. 

3. Files of fully-simulated showers or test be?Jii data with interpolation in energy and 
Wigle. This method allows fluctuations to be handled m' re realistically, although 
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it will appear on th*- "data tapes." However, at the SSC there wilt be the very important 
intermediate step of simulating the processing of dttector signals by processors located 
on the detector; this processing may very well tijike the place of off-line analysis. Detector 
simulation will be useful for developing the algorithms to be used in the processors. 
Computer simulation can he used to help determine how much processing can or should 
be done on the detector. Thu ultimate would be all tracking done on the detector and 
only momentum vectors read out. in other words, it is possible that at the SSC all off-line 
processing, other than final physics analysis, will be accomplished by microprocessors on 
the detector. This would be very practical from the point of view of reducing the amount 
of data read out and the amount of off-line computer resources needed. However, it may 
not be practical in terms of the on-dcteclor processing needed, and most important, m 
terms of the information lost for later physics analysis. Computer simulation of signals 
from the entire detector is nced'.'d to help decide these issues, 

7. G E N E R A L D E T E C T O R SIMULATION N E E D S 

Many general detector simulation needs are discussed in Reference 3. From the. pa'mt 
of view of detector designers, it is extremely important to have fast turnaround so that 
problems with detector designs are discovered before the designs arc froscn. Detector 
desie,rn2ts fteed flexible, easy-to-use interfaces to the detector simulation package so that 
they do not have to be computer wizards to use it. This interface should be menu-drivoti 
and have "help" files. Documentation which is easy to understand, examples, and tu
torials art- also needed. Interfaces whkh work on the various computers available to 
high energy physicists need to be provided. Graphics capability is another very impor» 
taut need for detector designers, The graphics should be three-dimensional, color, find 
high-ri-sohuion. A very difficult problem is the different graphics standards in use in
ternationally and commercially. Detector designers m".si have graphics output available 
on local devices, so a standard, at least wi'.hin the high energy physics community, is 
needed. However, this is still a problem because we are dependent to a large extent on 
what is commercially available, if we build our own system, then we often cannot take 
advantage of commercially avail ahle products. 

Of course, the most basic need is sufljcient computer power to run the simulation 
programs. A detailed discussion c-f CPV need* is given in Kvf«*rertce 3, H is vesy important 
to hav*> enough CPl ' time early i;i the design dtage so that unfortunate f.liofL ci ls Aren't 
taken Many approaches have been suggested: 

1. Speeding up shower simulation by UMng parametrized shower;- or files of fully-
simulated showers, a* discussed in £*eition -5. 

2. Adapting the dele-dor simulation cysk- io run S>J: vet :,>r processors 
3. Using parallel processors. 
4. Using farms of microprocessors. 

These methods are discussed in more detail in olhci report'. i<i these Proceedings. It 
would probably be useful to have a central computer which contains the source and 
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Fin. •'• Contributions to the energy loss in 
mm from ionization, tromsstrahlung, pair pro
duction, and nuclear interaction and their sum 
its functions of the inucm energy. (From Refer
ence J0.) 

6. T R I G G E R A N D DATA A C Q U I S I T I O N 

The goal of triggering at the SSC is to reduce the event rate from I0 9 interactions 
per second to something which tan be realistically handled, or ~ I Hz, without reject
ing events from interesting physics. It will be necessary to have a sophisticated trigger 
based on the fundamental signatures of high-p/- electrons, muons, and jets and miss
ing transverse energy. The architecture of SSC triggers has been discussed at previous 
workshops 1^. A rnulti-Liered scheme is dictated by limitations to the ability to buffer 
and transfer large blocks of detector data until a final trigger decision is complete. The 
Level I trigger will use analog sums of calorimeter data and some clustering to reduce the 
event rate to 10* - 105 Hz. The Level 2 trigger will ure shower sbape and track segment 
or TnD information to reduce the rate by another factor of 10*. The Level 3 trigger 
will make the final trigger decision based on a more-or-less complete event reconstruction 
using data from all parts of the detector. 

Computer simulation of the trigger selection is crucial to the understanding of how 
to design the de-lectors, front-end clrctronics, and trigger processors tor optimum perfor
mance. Simulated detector signals from events from both backgrounds and new physics 
must he subjected to trigger algorithms to determine efficiencies and rejection rales. One 
rnusi (<' • .-rvutive in estimating rejection rates for backgrounds since these are often 
more Revere than originally estimated. One must a\so be careful to allow Tor prohtems id 
detecting the interesting physics due to deter tor inefficiencies or other problems. Com
puter simulation is absolutely necessary in determining cuts which will be made on the 
data in the trigger since these are essentially analysis cuts made before the data is ever 
seen. Computer simulation might also be useful in studying the flow of the enormous 
amount of data needed for a quick trigger decision. 

The goal oT computer simulation of data Acquisition is to simulate the "raw" data as 
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Fig. 12. Mark II Mock Data Meeting. 

0. CONCLUSIONS A N D RECOMMENDATIONS 

A great deal of computer simulation is needed for the intelligent design of SSC dot-,- • 
tors, Since the ratio of interesting physics to background is very small, detector respond •<. 
to relatively unlikely background fluctuations must be understood. High ra to in thf de
tectors cause additional problems. SSC detectors will be expensive, t>o major rchuilrtius; 
should be avoided. Some of tbe areas in which detector simulation is particularly nenicj 
are pattern recognition iji tracking detectors, shower simulation in calorimeters including 
electron identiScatson performance, data acquisition, and trigger. 

Computer simulation of SSC detectors will require a large amount of computer lii'"' 
and manpower- Excessive dupJitatio» of effort should be avoided. It will be most efficient 
to hav« a standard detector simulation package. GEANT3 is the oniy general-purpose 
Selector simulation package available, and it works rather wcii. Rather than sl&rtisij; 
over and writing another general-purpose detector simulation package, it makes sense to 
adopt GEANT3 and provide the interfaces and routines necessary to make it genera!!} 
useful to everyone designing SSC detectors. 

It would be useful to have a centra] computer which contains the latest working 
versions of all software needed for detector simulation. One could then IOK on to this 
computer remotely to set up Monte Carlo programs, or transmit the necessary files Ui 
the user's computer. A code management system couid keep track of code changes on 
the central computer. Coordination of computer simulation of SSC detectors is alsc 
needed. Thb can be accomplished partly through workshops and individual eflotls, 
but in order to make a centraliied system work there should be one or more people 
who coordinate the effort. Someone needs to manage the central computer, establish 
Standards for inclusion of new code, write interfaces and other service software, and 
provide a means of communication. The suggested manpower would be a physicist and 
& systems programcr. 

In addition, computer resources for running the simulations are needed. Edorts must 
be made to improve the speed of GEANT for SSC energies and to make availablp tht> 
computers needed. H will he more cost-effective in the long run to spend the money 
seeded to do an adequate amount of detector simulation before building the detectors. 
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objccl tiles and can be accessed remotely by physicists running detector simulation code. 
The job could be set up on this central computer and then run on another large computer 
(a supercomputer?) where time is available. Computer dependence could be handled at 
the time the job is Bet up. 

Computer simulation of detectors for the 5SC should make use of modern computing 
techniques and commercially available systems wherever feasible in order to save time 
and reduce costs. Modern code management techniques should be used (not PATCHY). 
If the main body of code resides on a central computer, this should be relatively easy lince 
such systems already exist for several computers. Detector simulation packages should 
also be interfaced to CAD and CAE systems. The same data base should be used by both 
the detector simulation package and the engineering design packages; this would prevent 
many of the mistakes which have been made in the past by using different numbers to 
specify the geometry in the engineering design and the Monte Carlo simulation. 

Conventions should be established for interfacing all of the relevant event generators 
(ISAJET, PYTHIA, FIELDAJET, GOTTSCHALK, EUROJET) to the detector simu
lation package. A standard particle numbering scheme is needed. Decay histories should 
be kept for each particle. One should be able to call any of the event generators from the 
same program which is running the detector simulation package. Each event generator 
should be available as a package which is updated as needed by the authors. This scheme 
is already implemented by some collaborations) except that the translation routines for 
particle type*, and kinematic variables are written by the specific collaborations. If we 
establish a convention for the detector simulation package, then all event generators can 
provide output in the format needed by that package. 

a. A N EXAMPLE OF DETECTOR SIMULATION 

The Mark II Collaboration11! at the SLAC SLC has a number of working groups to 
study how to do various physics analyses on SLC data. Several workshops have been 
held to report on these studies. As a culmination of this effort, the Mark II Mock Data 
Challenge was devised. Raw data from the Mark II detector for — 10,000 events from 

Z° —» ufi, dd, tS, ct, bl, tt+fi~, T +r~ + New Physics 

was simulated and analyzed as normal data. The new physics was said to "violate no 
known physics." Only two people in the collaboration know what is on the tapes. The 
challenge to the other data-starved physicists was to try to figure it out. A Mark U 
Mock Data Meeting is represented in Fig. 12. This exercise has been very useful for 
getting analysis programs ready. Actually, the most challenging aspect has been that 
there seems to be more tha;\ one kind of new physics, BQ one type of new physics becomes 
a background for another. (We should be so lucky with our real data!) Of tourse, in ovir 
working groups we had originally studied how to find signals from new physics against a 
background of only old physics. 

This sort of exercise would be even more useful for SSC physics since very unrestrictive 
triggers can be used in e + e~ physics. Can we do this for SSC detectors? 
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11. Proceedings of the Workshop on Trlcgering, Data Acquisition and Offline Comput
ing for High Energy/High Luaunoeity Hadxon-Hadron Colliders, edited by B. Cox, 
R. Fenaer and P, Hale, F«mil*fe, Batavia, IL (19S5); T, 3, Devttn, A. '.inkford, 
and H. H. Williams, "Electronics, Triggering, and Data Acquisition for the SSC," 
Proceedings of the 1986 Summer Study on the Phyaiw of the Superconducting 
Supercollider, edited by R. Donaldson Mid J. Marx, SnowmaHs, CO (1986), p. 439. 
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However, we should not wait, for the perfect system before beginning to work on SSC 
detector simulation. There is niurh that can be accomplished with what we already have. 
Sonic experience is also n«cded to develop ideas for realistic improvements. 
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